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The L if e and Ti me s
of a Part-Time
Damsel in Dis t re ss
By Jennifer Estep

<

Nia Knowles would tell anyone who asked that dating a superhero
is even worse than dating a rock star. But her conversations with
reporters tend to go more like this: Are you an alien? “No… I’m
from Kansas.” Have you ever broken the law? “I shoplifted a tube
a lip gloss once when I was a kid—but I brought it back!” Do you
know Blast-Off’s secret identity? “I’m afraid I can’t say.” Answering
the same ridiculous questions over and over is just one of the many
downsides to her relationship.
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Hey readers, don’t you wanna win @
Miah_Saunders’ debute novel The Big Bad?
Warning: content might be too hot to touch
www.amaranthbooks.com/bigbadgivaway
amaranthbooks @amaranthbooks - 1 day ago

20 questions with author of
“Out of Touch” Mary Mudd

See the video of our chat with @MaryMudd about her new novel #OutOfTouch.
you.tube/HeyMary

amaranthbooks @amaranthbooks - 1 day ago

We’re talking to @MaryMudd about her
new novel #OutOfTouch. Join the conversation by tweeting at us with #HeyMary

Tweet to @amaranthbooks
Getting under the sheets: 10 things “Fly me to the moon, Blast-Off!”
to know about Miah Saunders
Estep talks about her new novel
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Read with a glass of water: A review about
“The Big Bad”
Guest blogger, Natalie Harms
Wolf Hunter Sareda Frost is no stranger to doing what it takes to survive—
as a child, she clawed her way out of the belly of the beast rather than join
her village’s body count. And ever since, she’s been a symbol of human
resilience in the face of the threat posed by the Big Bad’s pack of skin walkers, but
she knows she’s far from the hero everyone thinks she is.
Read more >
Sareda has always been drawn to the feral, passionate nature of the
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Who’s reading this? and other rants
Staff blogger, Eli Becker

You gave this:

Necromancer Julio Estevez’s questionable methods and troubled past
have kept him at the bottom of the PI barrel, and he resents the gifts that
allow him to see and touch spirits until a beautiful woman floats through
his office door. He’s never seen a ghost so strong—and when in a fit of anger she
becomes solid enough to do some damage to his office, he realizes she may not be
a ghost at all.
Read more >

You might like:
A Big Bad Tee
SIZE: XS-XXL
Cotton blend, heather gray

Reading, blogging and being a mom

$14.99
ADD TO CART

Author, Miah Saunders
But the deeper the two get into her case, the clearer it is that the stakes
are even higher than she thought when conspiracies and betrayals
surface. Mira doesn’t know who to trust when it becomes clear that her
ejection from her body had been planned for months by her employer. As her world
is rocked by each new revelation, she starts to question just how much she really
knows about Julio. Everyone knows that a soul can’t survive for long without a body,
Read more >
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By Jennifer Estep

Nia Knowles would tell anyone who asked that dating a superhero is even worse than dating a rock
star. But her conversations with reporters tend to go more like this: Are you an alien? “No… I’m from
Kansas.” Have you ever broken the law? “I shoplifted a tube a lip gloss once when I was a kid—but I
brought it back!” Do you know Blast-Off’s secret identity? “I’m afraid I can’t say.” Answering the same
ridiculous questions over and over is just one of the many downsides to her relationship.
Make no mistake, Nia’s madly in love with Mr. All-American-Hottie-in-a-Cape, and it’s exciting to know
that the city’s darling chose her—but, well, the thing about dating the pillar of all things wholesome and
pure is that it can get kind of stale after a while. Plus, he’s an adored public figure, so she can’t exactly
vent to anyone about pitfalls in her relationship. At least her cat listens attentively as she complains
about how Blast-Off never takes off his mask, not even for sex, and how superspeed isn’t exactly an
asset in the bedroom. Speaking of masks, they have regular fights about his oh-so-secret identity, which
is only slightly more fun than their “I have a higher calling and that has to come first” fight. It’s hard to
get the upper hand in an argument when you’re up against someone who regularly saves lives and/or
the day.
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Not enough sex!!
By: Maggie Smith
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Whiplash spices the city up and drives Blast-Off crazy, and when Whiplash makes
the classic supervillain move of kidnapping the hero’s girlfriend, Nia discovers that
they have more in common than she thought. They might have taken different
routes to the spotlight but both just wanted to feel noticed. Nia gets to know the
woman behind the mask and gives into temptation for a night of unforgettable
passion. Being “rescued” by Blast-Off the following

MORE FROM THIS BOOK

Read more >

Great twist
By: Grace Tweedy

If anyone had cared to investigate, they might have discovered that a large
anonymous donation was made to Nia’s favorite charity and that while Whiplash
never showed up again, a new barista in the local café was spending a lot of time
with Blast-Off’s ex. But, well, the reporters never did ask the right questions, and
Nia sure wasn’t going to help them out.

“Fly me to the moon, Blast-Off!”
Estep talks about her new novel

Read more >

Can’t wait for the
next book!!!!!!
By: Tom Hanks

Enter an enticing complication in a form-fitting suit: the city’s new supervillain
Whiplash is as sexy as she is evil and makes life difficult for Nia. Nia’s convinced
that the femme fatale’s flirtatious attentions are just a ploy to get to her boyfriend,
and she’s totally not falling for it—but in a city where everyone sees her as a
terminal damsel in distress and half of a law-abiding power couple, is it so wrong to
give in to the urge to misbehave?

A Big Bad Tee
SIZE: XS-XXL
Cotton blend, heather gray
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